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Abstract
Among large civil engineering structures, some concrete dams are submitted to structural
effects of Alkali-Silica Reaction (ASR). This is mainly due to the concrete composition and climatic
conditions such as water supply. Thus, Electricité de France (EDF), the most important dam owner in
France, has supported the ASR modelling development, in collaboration with the LMDC Toulouse
for the last decades in order to ensure dams safety and optimize maintenance.
In this work, the aim is to show how restraints can modify ASR expansions. The behaviour of
concrete submitted to ASR under multi-axial loading is modelled in the poro-mechanical framework.
It contains a creep model which allows a realistic interaction between ASR and structural behaviour to
be considered. Furthermore, the mechanical part considers anisotropic damage of affected concrete
and includes cracks reclosure. The model is also able to dissociate expansion micro-cracks and
structural macro-cracks.
An analysis of literature experiments is performed by using a model to simulate swelling
cylinders under restraint. In these tests, specimens are loaded in uniaxial compression and the radial
displacement is restrained by steel rings surrounding concrete cylinders. A global calibration is realised
in order to validate the model with all restraints and loads.
After the modelling fitting and validation, parametric study is performed in order to assess uniaxial behaviour of affected concrete in various loading conditions. Maximal stresses and damages are
thus analysed. Finally, useful practical considerations for engineering are deduced. They can be used in
order to help experts for the management of ASR damaged structures.
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INTRODUCTION
Alkali-Silica Reaction expansion occurs in structures which sustain significant loads like bridge
pier or are restrained by external loading conditions such as dams in valleys. Moreover, restrain of
expansion by reinforcement and prestressing in structures cause also stresses during expansion. In
order to manage the damaged structures, owners need confident tools to predict future damages. ASR
free stress swelling has been largely studied and several models reproduce the phenomenon
realistically. Despite of the number of experiment, ASR swelling under restrain has not yet been fully
understood and modelled.
The aim of this work is to show how restraints can modify ASR expansions. After model
explanation, parameters are fitted and validated on a literature multi-axial restrained experiment [1,2].
Based on this calibration, a parametric study is conducted in order to assess uniaxial behaviour of
affected concrete in various loading conditions. Maximal stresses and damages are specially focused to
obtain useful practical considerations for engineering.
2
2.1

MODELLING
State of art
For a long time, authors tried to understand and to predict ASR under loading and its effects
on structures.
* Correspondence to: morenon@insa-toulouse.fr

A lot of them experiment directly ASR expansion in order to find out the maximum
mechanical gel pressure. Uniaxial stress application is the most common test. Expansions on mortar
[3,4] or on concrete [1,2,3] show a stress between 0.4 to 10 MPa under several environmental
conditions and aggregate types. Some experiments on mortar and on concrete were lead on multi-axial
stresses or restraints [1,2]. Expressed maximal mechanical stresses vary from 1 to 14 MPa.
Expansion is due to ASR gel pressure: understanding the effect of stresses of this pressure is
one of the most important problems to solve. Once the chemical kinetics known, the question is to
know if there is a maximum chemical gel pressure value which can stop the ASR-development. To
calculate this chemical gel pressure, several equations are used in the literature. Equation 1 comes
from Correns [5] and Scherer [6] works.
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R is the gas constant (8.3145 J.K-1.mol-1), T is the absolute temperature and ν the molar volume of the
crystal (around 20 cm3.mol-1 for calcic gels [7]). K is the equilibrium constant (10-4.6 for Na-S-H and
10-5.005 for K-S-H [8]) of the gel creation (Equation 2). Q can be defined as the ionic activity product
of the gel creation (Equation 3). The theoretical chemical pressure exerted by the crystal on the solid
skeleton can be calculated.
.
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If SiO and K are around 1 mol/L and
is around 0.3 mol/L (it corresponds to
pH=13.5), then the pressure required to stop the crystal growth is upper than 300 MPa.
The difference between theoretical chemical calculus and mechanical experiments results
shows that the maximum chemical pressure is never reached in all the concrete. External in situ
stresses should not affect gel production because the needed stress to stop swelling is really upper
than concrete strength. Extremely locally, the external stress may involve a very important stress value
(>100 MPa). If the crystallisation is impossible there, ions migrate in the initial porosity or in cracks
and will cause the crystallisation elsewhere in the concrete. Crystallisation is a little bit postponed.
2.2
ASR modelling
Chemical advancement
varies from 0 (before the start of the reaction) to 1 (when the
ASR advancement
reaction ends). Its evolution principally depends on the temperature and the humidity of the material
is a characteristic time which gives a mean representation of the different
(Equation 4).
mechanisms of ASR-gels production (diffusive phenomenon and silica reactivity). It can be obtained
by calibration on measured expansion.
is the maximal advancement value reachable according
to environmental conditions. It can be equal to saturation degree because only water sites can interact
in ASR-gels development [9].
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is the
Temperature effect ( , ) is managed by an Arrhenius’ law (Equation 5), where
the reference temperature for which
chemical activation energy (≈ 40,000 J/Mol [3]) and
has been set.
1
1
,
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exp
,
When the material is not saturated, reaction kinetics is slowed down. The parameter
,
manages this phenomenon (Equation 6). represents the saturation degree and
the saturation
degree threshold below which the reaction stops. Then, the fraction of gel produced by the reaction is
. It is the product between the advancement and the maximum gel potential
(Equation 7).
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ASR mechanical effects
Gel exerts a pressure (Equation 8) on aggregate and concrete. In this modelling, is the
average pressure transferred to the aggregate surface. It mainly depends on the accessible porosity, the
initial one or the one created by strains (elastic or plastic).
,

,

(8)

is the gel modulus.
is a fraction of non-efficient gel to create expansion under the characteristic
pressure
. This last one is the necessary pressure to micro-crack the solid skeleton (equation 9). It
usually depends on the effective tensile strength
(Equation 9) and on
which represents the
stress concentration factor (which depends on aggregate shape). This parameter fits the local strength
to intra-porous gel pressure.
(9)
expression (Equation 8) is managed in two main parts. The first one is the non-efficient
gel creation, transcribed by

.

is the necessary pressure to begin the micro-cracking of a

(triaxial restraint for example), the gel spreads on the
concrete element free of stress. When
connected porosity under pressure. The second part of the expression is the volume
,
,
which represents the porosity created by strains which absorbs a part of the gel
without creating pressure. The entire volume created by strains (except the ASR plastic volume) is
which comes from poromechanics considerations [10,11]. Indeed,
affected by the Biot coefficient
represents the variation of the porosity volume filled by ASR-gel under concrete strain.
Grimal’s model [12] gives calibration of
lying between 0.1 and 0.4. For plastic strains induced by
,
the ASR
, =1 because cracks created by the gel are supposed to be always accessible for the
gel and then totally filled by it (Figure 1).
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FIGURE 1: Strains effects on gel pressure.
is the variation of the porosity due to concrete
,
is the variation of the porosity due to plastic ASR-strains.
strain.

The concrete behaviour is modelled in the poro-mechanical framework. The model contains a
damage model [13], and a creep model which considers a realistic interaction between ASR and
structural behaviour. Creep model, which is a Burger chain, is explained in [12]. Concrete shrinkage
during the same period can also be taken into account. This paper focuses on ASR modelling
including ASR pressure and kinetics, and their links to plasticity.
The non-linear mechanical part describes the material behaviour by using anisotropic plastic
criteria and damages. In order to calculate plastic strains, there are two criteria groups: one to manage
shear cracking (Drucker Prager criteria) which is isotropic, and one to operate traction behaviour
(Rankine criteria) which is orthotropic. This last one separates structure macro-cracks, reclosing
macro-cracks and intra-porous pressure micro-cracks (ASR).
(Equation 8) is used to determinate micro-cracking due to ASR by a special criterion
which takes into account the stress state. is the principal tensile stress in direction I.
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The hardening law which links ASR pressure to ASR strain can be drawn with a bilinear
curve (Figure 2). E represents the concrete Young modulus and H
the plastic hardening ratio
(h . Ec is the hardening modulus) to ASR plastic criteria. During free swelling, when the gel pressure
, ASR induces the creation of micro-cracks fulfilled by the gel. The corresponding strains
reaches
are modelled using plastic strains. A
close to 0 means that when
is reached, plastic ASR
strains rise very quickly and, as P is proportional to
, the gel pressure stays close to the limit
is larger (>0.1), the ASR plastic strains are possible only if the gel pressure increases,
pressure. If
and the micro-cracking induced by the gel is stable.
When a compression stress is applied to concrete (
0), cracking first appears in
increases, depending on
value. If R
is
perpendicular loaded direction (Figure 3). Then
reached, cracking can be initialized in the loaded direction.

.

FIGURE 2: Plastic ASR hardening law.
Anisotropic cracking had been observed in several experiments. In free swelling tests, cracks
are spread in all directions. Once specimens are loaded, cracking is oriented perpendicularly to the
loaded direction (Figure 4). The anisotropy of cracking leads to the anisotropy of resulting expansion,
usually observed during expansion under loading.
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FIGURE 3: Loading effects on cracking direction on specimen affected by ASR.

FIGURE 4: ASR specimens cracking appearance due to several loadings [3].
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3.1

Modelling validation and analysis
Modelling validation on Multon’s test
Fitting on Multon’s tests [1] is performed in order to validate the model. In this experiment,
specimens were loaded in uniaxial compression and the radial displacement was restrained by steel
rings surrounding concrete cylinders. After fitting creep and shrinkage, the first step is the calibration.
A global calibration is realised in order to validate the model with all restraints and loads.
Creep and shrinkage are fitted on non-reactive specimen (Figure 5). Shrinkage cylinders were
sealed with three aluminium layers. From the mass loss, the environmental conditions and the fitting
strains are reproduced faithfully. Then, creep tests at 10 and 20 MPa enable to simulate the material
behaviour under long time loading. For all Multon’s tests, a 28 days curing period is applied at 20°C.
Then, the temperature increases to 38°C. Results are presented after the curing period.
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FIGURE 5: Multon’s tests [1]: (a) creep and shrinkage without ASR, (b) ASR free swelling tests, (c) 3
=0.0078 m3/m3;
=0.00148 m3/m3
mm restrained tests, (d) 5 mm restrained tests (Rt=3.7 MPa;
bg=0.25; Mg=27700 MPa; Hasr=0.1).

Then, a free-swelling test gives strains to calibrate ASR criteria such as maximal ASR product
, volume of unexpansive ASR phase
and Biot ASR coefficient (Figure 5). Furthermore,
ratio
swelling tests under restrain (radial displacement is restrained by 3 mm or 5 mm steel rings) are used
and the stress concentration factor .
to find ASR Biot modulus
3.2

Discussion on validation tests
Figure 5 shows that the model is able to reproduce ASR expansions under multi-axial loads
and restraints, and to approach experimental results.
Specimens are loaded in uniaxial compression and the radial displacement is restrained by steel
rings surrounding concrete cylinders. Due to ASR expansion and Poisson effect on loaded tests, radial
stresses are developed on these rings. These stresses are extracted from the calculus (Figure 6). Model
results give radial stresses from 2.2 to 6.0 MPa. Radial stress curves contain four parts: the external
stress application (between 0 and 1 day), the latency period before expansion begins to be significant
(between 1 and 80 days), the expansion period (between 80 and 350 days) and the part where reaction
is over and shrinkage becomes the main phenomenon of deformation.
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FIGURE 6: Radial stresses obtained from the model.
During the latency period, radial stress is nearly zero for unloaded specimens because
shrinkage is more important than gel pressure, so concrete and steel rings are not in contact.
Specimens with 3 mm steel rings got a smaller radial stress because of rings rigidity.
Then, the expansion beginning depends on applied stress. Indeed, strains are taken into
account in P equation. The increase of the stress in 5 mm steel rings is more significant because the
rigidity slows the radial strain (for the same stress applied). The more restrained the cylinder is, the
quicker the radial stress increases (Figure 7). At 650 days, the gel pressure which represents the
average pressure transferred to the aggregate surface varies from 8.2 MPa to 12.2 MPa according to
stress state.
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FIGURE 7: Gel pressure from the model in restrained tests.
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4.1

Theoretical case studies
Unidirectional tests
In this part, a theoretical test is performed in order to analyse the effects of restraint and stress
on ASR-expansion. A cube is submitted to several uniaxial loading conditions (Figure 8): free swelling,
swelling under a perfect restraint in one direction and swelling under several stresses. Impacts will be
analysed in terms of expansion, stress and damage. In order to analyse the concrete behaviour under
the only pressure of ASR, tests are calculated without shrinkage. Stresses are applied after 28 days.
Free swelling

Restrained swelling in one
direction

Z

Swelling under compressive
stress in one direction
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X

σxx<0
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FIGURE 8: Conditions of theoretical tests.
4.2

Theoretical analyses of the impact of stress on ASR-expansion
After running free swelling test and a one-direction perfectly restrained expansion test,
stresses in direction XX are extracted (Figure 9). In Figure 9, the stress in restrained conditions can be
described in two phases: a slow increase of the stress before first cracking (0 to 80 days), then the
stress increases fast after first ASR damage. For this condition of perfect restraint, the maximal stress
reaches about 3 MPa of compression. If the free maximal strain is 0.1%, an isotropic thermo-elastic
calculus gives a stress of 37.7 MPa (Ec. =37700 * 0.001). Taking into account usual creep (Ec= Ec0/3),
result still gives 12.6 MPa. These results are not consistent with experimental results, as seen in the
state of the art.
The decrease of the stress after 500 days is due to stress relaxation obtained in the calculation
by the coupling with creep. To complete this theoretical analysis, stresses lying between 0 MPa and the
maximal stress obtained under the perfect restraint are applied (between 0 MPa and 3.5 MPa).
Figure 11 shows the strains obtained for the different loadings. The larger the applied stress is,
the smaller the final strain is. Upper 1 MPa of compressive stress, the latency period depends on stress
state because creep strains are larger than the strains induced by the gel pressure. This varies from 60
to 295 days. For the 3 MPa test (nearly the maximum pressure obtained on the restrained test), the
final strain is nearly 0. Modelling is thus consistent when expansions under restraint and under loading
are compared.
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FIGURE 10: Damages in the 3.5 MPa Loading Test.

Figure 10 shows the damages in loaded and free directions for the 3.5 MPa loading test. The
first damaged direction is the unloaded one, and then, the direction loaded is slightly damaged (here
0.1). There is a delay between the cracking in each direction, as explained in Figure 3. The free
h
direction is less damaged than loaded direction. The difference depends directly on the stress applied.
For a smaller stress, the damage perpendicular to the loaded direction will be greater, while for a stress
upper than about 4 MPa, it can be expected to obtain no damage perpendicular to the loaded
direction. As damage affects directly the Young modulus, the material becomes anisotropic; the
Young modulus will be smaller in the free direction while the mechanical performances are less
affected in loaded ones.
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FIGURE 11: Strains in direction XX.
4.3

Guidance for structural analysis
Anisotropic cracking of ASR affected concrete should be in the centre of structural expert
attention. Damage direction depends on loaded directions which vary on each kind of structures.
Although ASR free swelling cracking can be supposed mainly isotropic or at least random, cracking in
loaded structures is largely influenced by main stress directions. In gravity dams, upstreamdownstream direction is more loaded than perpendicular directions. In arch dams, vertical direction is
less loaded than ortho-radial directions.
Therefore, Young modulus obtained on core sampling drilled from damaged structures can
depend on coring direction, especially on strong anisotropic stressed structure. The larger damage can
be expected in free directions which are not the most important directions for the mechanical analysis
of the structures. Experts of ASR damaged structures management have to be aware of this
characteristic during the core test analysis. Young modulus extracts may not be appropriate to model
the material in all directions.
The residual swelling test consists in quantifying the remaining expansion of existing structure
at the present time. Cores are extracted from the structure and tested on free swelling on laboratory
under specific conditions to accelerate expansion. Results will be impacted by the direction of cracks
in the cores. Indeed, gel created can be partly accommodated by the cracks and the test will not lead
to the same results according to the directions of measurement compared to cracks directions. Thus,
the drilling direction can modify the structural analysis.
5

CONCLUSIONS
The aim of this paper was to show how restraints and stresses can modify ASR expansions.
First, a theoretical pressure calculus was lead in order to know what could be the maximum chemical
pressure. Analytic calculus based on chemical considerations only gives a gel pressure of 300 MPa
while stresses in concrete cannot be upper than its strength. However, some extensions (cracking,
creep, etc) can limit the gel pressure increase.

The model used takes into account some physics phenomena such as creep and damage.
Attention is focused on the gel pressure calculus and on the hardening law chooses to manage the
cracking due to ASR. Gel pressure calculus includes elastic strains and ASR plastic strains respecting
poromechanics principles.
The model is calibrated and validated on experimental results [1,2]. Specimen are tested under
several mechanical conditions: creep and shrinkage without ASR, free swelling with or without loads,
restrained swellings (cylinders inside steel rings 3 and 5 mm thick) with or without load. Numerical
results show a realistic behaviour compared to experimental results. The average gel pressure at the
scale of concrete is about 8 MPa for free expansion and does not exceed 12.2 MPa for loaded and
restraint specimens.
Based on that, a theoretical test is lead. The main goal is to compare ASR swelling under
restraint and swelling under stress. A cube is subjected to one direction restrained swelling. Restrained
direction stress is extracted to apply it to a new cube without restraint. Conclusions show that final
strains are the same but kinetics is different due to the loading chronology. With those material
parameters, a compressive stress of 3 MPa is needed to obtain the same final strains. Results analysis
reveals the anisotropic cracking behaviour of the ASR affected concrete under uniaxial stress. This
phenomenon leads to give some guidance to experts for the management of ASR damaged structures.
Indeed, coring direction can imply results differences on the analysis of anisotropic loaded structures.
To go further, it will be interesting to perform other theoretical tests in biaxial and triaxial
conditions.
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